
Trackplan Roadmap 2020

Month Summary Description

Q2 2020 Job Completion - Custom Fields Additional custom fields can be asked when completing a job.  Design as you like.  For 

example "Area / Item Clean and Sanitized ready for production?" 

Q2 2020 Save your own filters for custom reporting In the main grids such as the job list, you will be able to save the search filters for 

future use.  Combined with the excel export provides quick bespoke reporting.

Q2 2020 Design your own dashboards and save to 

PDF

Trackplan has a library of 10 dashboards each a collection of charts and grids.  You will 

be able to design your own dashboard from the collection of charts and grids that we 

design.  In addition you will be able to export any dashboard to PDF and even schedule 

them to be sent offering more reporting options.

Q2 2020 Calendar in the Resource App Soon an engineer will be able to see their jobs on a calendar to make it much easier to 

see what is due to be done today and tomorrow.

Q2 2020 Draw and Annotate over images Whether it is a floorplan or a training pitch you will be able to draw over an existing 

image and add text and symbols.  Also linking to the Trackplan database of assets and 

jobs.  You can already draw over freshly taken images using the Resource and 

Manager App.  Great for snagging and workspace management

Q2 2020 Asset QR Code Scanning into the Apps Using the Manager App or Resource App, a user will be able to scan the QR Code of an 

asset to then bring up the asset details where they can see the asset information and 

create a job.

Q2 2020 Single Sign On into the Apps Users will be able to login automatically into the apps with Single Sign On for 

organisations using Microsoft Active Directory.  Already available in the main 

application

Q2 2020 Job Calendar / Scheduler in the main 

application

Will be able to drag jobs onto the calendar from a filterable job list.

Q2 2020 Job Calendar / Scheduler in the main 

application

Will be able to view the calendar in a "timeline" view, with the resources and users on 

the y-axis and the hours / days on the x-axis

Q2 2020 Expenses from a job Engineers can already record expenses from the Resource App, which then go through 

an approval workflow in the main application.  Engineers will soon be able to create an 

expense against a job which will allocate that cost against the job

Q3 2020 Own labels for fields For key fields and label you will be able to apply your own preferred text whether it is 

in another language or more suits the context of your business

Q3 2020 The Requestor App The third app, long overdue, will let remote users create requests from the Requestor 

App quickly and easily.

Q3 2020 Resource and Manager App - Messaging Will be able to send messages real time to resources and users of the Resource App 

and Manager App

Q3 2020 Associating multiple resources to one job 

task

When sending a job  multiple resources will be able to choose between creating a task 

for each resource (as now) or creating one task that they can all access


